
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2007 6:47 PM PT 
To: Adam Tucker - Just3ants.com 
Cc: rest; Ray McCormack - co-Producer Crude Awakening; Ron Bellows Senior - 
Risk Management specialist - AIG; Ernest Patrikis Esq. - General Counsel AIG; Drew 
Faust - President of Harvard University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; 
Sarah Sim - Prince News, Princeton University; Joyce Kwan - nuzeds@tt.mit.edu; 
Tony Leon MP - Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of South Africa; 
Professor Trevor Jones - Economics Dept - University of Natal, South Africa; Joyce 
DeBeers-Rhodes Bursary-Scholarship Mohapi; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-
Rich Clinton; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Laurie Black - Strategic 
Partners with Southwest Strategies, Steve Alexander Group,; Bernard Lazarus - 
Open Supporter of The South African Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter "The 
Pig" Lazarus; Maxwell M. Blecher Esq; JRK@class-action-law.com; Trevor Manuel - 
South Africa's Minister of Finance; Thabo Mvuyelwa Mbeki - President of South 
Africa; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of 
American Charles Engelhard's estate; Leon Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Stephen Cohen - 
Codiam Inc.; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; 
Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond 
Invention; William Clark - Petro Dollar Wars; Deborah "Aggressive" Sturman Esq.; 
US Marine Captain Brian Steidle - The Devil Came On Horseback; Sargent Amanda 
Lopez - US Army Recruiter; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven Spielberg's lawyer; 
Charles Ferguson - Producer-Director-Writer No End In Sight; Basil Gelpke - co-
Producer of Crude Awakening; 60m@cbsnews.com; Mathew Margo Esq. - 60 
Minutes Attorney - son of South African Judge Margo who in 1949 developed the 
"blueprint" for the Israeli Air Force; President Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; 
Heather Estudillo - MADD [Mothers Against Drunk Driving] - Victim Services 
Specialist; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; Rush Limbaugh; NO LONGER 
PRACTICING, thank G-d, Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital 
- aka The Sperm Donor aka The It; lfrancis@sdcoe.k12.ca.us; Miriam Ross - 
Survival International; Prof. Evelyn B. Higginbotham, Chair Harvard University 
Department of African & African American Studies; zviz@haaretz.co.il; Amir Attaran 
- Scientist and lawyer -Canada Research Chair in Law, Population Health and Global 
Development at the University of Ottawa; President@whitehouse.gov; Office of the 
Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC. 
Subject: EMPEROR WITHOUT CLOTHES-men can be highly successful but they 
never grow up!- false advertising--awakening-end of america-earthquake 
 
The hyperlink below contains edits in green.  
 
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20rmccormack-
growup.pdf 
 
Additional hyperlinks within the hyperlink to be continuously updated. 
 
Note the ongoing dialogue with the Washington Observer who have yet to respond 
to my last communication without even bringing up the Israeli Military Intelligence 
report, which has both Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad giving me, for 



good reason, the “freedom” to express their very clear thoughts, going back to the 
very day that DeBeers controlled President Franklin D. Roosevelt failed to instruct 
the OSS/CIA to kill one senior member at a time of DeBeers, until such time as this 
mafia of mafia, the principal financiers of the Nazi Germany had complied with the 
US’ Commander In Chief’s “reasonable request” for DeBeers to stockpile industrial 
diamonds on US soil. 
 
Naturally, Roosevelt also understood perfectly well what was meant by, “Don’t bite 
the hand that feeds you!” 
 
And of course from DeBeers perspective, it was quite reasonable to assume that 
Roosevelt would do nothing more than embarrass himself when letting the world’s 
intelligence services know that this so “loved” US President was nothing more than 
an “Emperor without clothes”. –THE DIAMOND INVENTION. Chapter 9, DIAMONDS 
FOR HITLER. 
 
Of course only if you were living on Mars would you assume such transparent 
intelligence was not known to the highly active and most deadly Jewish 
Underground; namely, the Hagannah and the Irgun, operating principally in 
Palestine fighting the American-British for a Jewish homeland, who were receiving 
such communications of DeBeers having so infiltrated the British War Ministry 
directly from Field Marshall Jan Smuts who was second-in-command to Churchill, 
and no friend of DeBeers going back to the American financed Anglo Boer War of 
1899-1902.  
 
Not to mention both Israeli Military Intelligence and the even deadlier Mossad now 
communicating like never before, at least since the death of David Ben Gurion on 
December 1st 1973, 13 months to the day from when I first visited with my great 
maternal grandmother’s close friend at his home in highly secured Kibbutz Sde 
Boker, Negev Desert, Israel. 
 
Gold last trading at US$824.80. 
 
I am now giving President Bush one more night’s sleep to while thinking very 
seriously about immediately suspending the trading of shares in public 
corporations, thereby protecting the innocent and naïve from “throwing good 
money after bad”, the “smart money” having long left both the stock and real 
estate markets, to also give thought to the silence of the overwhelming majority of 
secular Jewish people, particularly those in the United States who overwhelming 
support the big government Socialist-Democratic Party, to the role played by the 
ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatters, who the overwhelming majority of secular 
Jewish people know provide the “cushion” to DeBeers, the mafia of mafia, in price 
fixing DeBeers’ untraceable Diamond Currency, all the while DeBeers continues to 
own the world’s drilling industry, serving the business-war interests of Israel’s 
enemies, notably all those opposed to “free market forces.” 
 
Again we must come back to Albert Einstein when “assigned” to Princeton, 
University writing, for public viewing, on the return address of an envelope 



following the President of Princeton, an assimilated Jewish person, interfering with 
Einstein’s visit to DeBeers controlled President Franklin D. Roosevelt,  
 

“Concentration Camp, Princeton.” 
 
Einstein, while weary of big government and equally the scientific community who 
when making advances in technology create unemployment which serve inevitably 
out-of-control industrial-military-complexes, was not all that well versed in the role 
money, especially when backed only by corrupt elected and non-elected 
government officials, play in creating “economic drafts”, although this “nobody’s 
fool” may have in fact thought it all through, and saw no reason to spell it all out 
given how so very obvious it was to anyone with just fricken eyesight that Hitler 
was a stooge, picked from the bottom of the barrel, reminding each and every 
independent thinking Jewish person, the so very few who remain, that the 
replacement of this anything but Aryan looking Little Corporal from World Oil War I, 
would be that much worse; and they were. 
 
Yes, the South African Apartheid Regime, aka the 3rd Reich’s Southern division who 
ruled with a mighty diamond studded iron fist over some 40 million Black South 
Africans for some 45 odd years as the United States of America stole blind their rich 
mineral resources, serves as more than quite the eyesore; a testament to 
humankind’s both stupidity and brutality. 
 
JoNathan, who like us has been vegetarian fast approaching a year, just walking in 
from yet another surfing trip with The IT to Hawaii; now telling Marie and me - just 
got my hug - about another “unpleasant” incident in the surf involving a “Gnarly 
surfer”. He and Marie have just left for self-defense classes. 
 
Not to mention JoNathan also mentioned how The IT took him to a fancy non-
vegetarian restaurant and JoNathan “lapped up” the garlic sauce from a shrimp 
dish; and of course you wouldn’t be surprised to hear that on this yet another 
“silence buying” trip there was no talk coming from either the spoiled rotten kids or 
their so quick to co-opt-corrupt adult custodians when eating or watching TV which 
mentioned that the price of gas/petrol was now US$4 a gallon in Hawaii, what such 
very significant increases in the basic cost of living meant for those simply 
financially poor; but, who with the internet, now have the power to exact their 
vengeance, big time, just so long as the poor don’t allow their “Poverty of thought” 
to have them “falling victim” to violence. 
 
And of course, Epstein’s The Diamond Invention, along with the Israeli Military 
Intelligence report, along with the “$ Hit List” and www.just3ants.com increasingly 
getting Public International Attention from places as far away as the Seychelles, 
those who “talk to talk” will go not only silent but have to increasingly account first 
to themselves even when not yet “straight with themselves”, for thinking so 
idiotically that it is smart that they feel they have no obligation to share, with the 
ignorant masses, their knowledge of how the filthy rich have managed, so very 
easily for a century now, to trickle down the cost of getting rich on to the backs of 



the poor, who spoiled brat kids depend on for their Trust Funds being worth more 
than the paper they are written on. 
 
If you don’t wake up in the morning angry and go to sleep at night full of life with 
the clearest of conscience then you will not wake up in the morning angry at the 
morons, and eager to enjoy all G-d’s blessings beginning with the morons He-She 
helps highlight as G-d does what She-He does best and take over the minds of the 
mindless; the mind, the first indicator of the supernatural, a terrible thing to lose. 
 
Shalom, 
 
Gary 
 
 
[Word count 1124] 

 

 
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2007 11:49 AM 

To: Washington Observer 

Subject: RE: Could you assist. 

 

I am familiar with this article but there is another report that was brought to my attention that 

talked to the Pentagon announcing soon after the Chinese general’s “nuclear pre-emptive 

strike” threat the sightings of Chinese submarines. 

 

More importantly, I am now looking to see the reaction of the Pentagon to China’s “snubbing” 

of the USS Kitty Hawk this past Thanksgiving and whether you folks think it has anything to do 

with President Bush “snubbing” China’s Premier when he last visited the White House where 

instead of a State Dinner he was given a very undignified lunch. 

 

Do you think, another factor in this most public “shot across the bow” of all the armed forces of 

the US, is the decision last December to have our Secretary of the Treasury as well as Chairman 

of the Federal Reserve fly to China asking the Chinese to ever so gradually raise their currency 

when as you know we could just as easily devalue the US Dollar and achieve the same result 

without our senior government officials wasting time and fuel to jet over to China? 

 

Don’t you think there was a whole lot more those meetings in China that the Chinese 

government are only just now responding to? 

 
From: Washington Observer 

Sent: Monday, November 26, 2007 8:13 AM 
To: Gary S Gevisser 

Subject: RE: Could you assist. 

 

Dear Mr. Gevisser: 
  
We found this article in our English archive and wonder if it is the one that you are looking for 
  



2006 China Military Power Report: Pentagon report highlights concerns over China's military 
power 
http://www.washingtonobserver.org/en/document.cfm?documentid=53&charid=3 
  
Sincerely yours, 
  
Washington Observer weekly 
 

 
From: Gary S Gevisser 

Sent: Thu 11/22/2007 1:46 AM 
To: Washington Observer 

Subject: Could you assist. 

I am looking for material I once came across that talked to the Pentagon saying that Chinese 

submarines were spotted surfacing just outside US coastal waters right after Chinese Maj. Gen. Zhu 
Chenghu, said in July 2005 that if the United States used missiles and precision-guided weapons in 
an attack on China's territory, including the People's Liberation Army's warships and fighter planes, 
then he believed that China would be forced to respond with nuclear weapons. 

  
Thank you. 

 

 

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:ajmco2@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2007 2:30 PM 

To: 'Gary S Gevisser' 
Subject: RE: MEN CAN BE HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL BUT NEVER GROW UP! - FALSE ADVERSTISING--

awakening-end of america-earthquake 

 

Ray is a new not so proud member of our alphabetized ‘$ hit list’ 

 

 


